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HEADER GOAL VR

INTRODUCTION

Axel Rix, a young soccer player. Since being selected for the En 5d3b920ae0
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 equivalent or g

English,Turkish

header goal vr being axel rix

First it is hard to get how to make the enough points to pass each level, but after getting used to it Header Goal VR takes you
into game and makes you feel like a football player. Graphically, Header Goal is so far one of the bests and I am sure you will
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enjoy the experince of being axel rix as much as I did. If you have htc vive, you need to purchase this one for sure. I'm looking
forward to seeing full version of this game.. ultimately well done, the levels are unique and the ball responds how it would in
real life. however it sucks that you can't unlock levels just by getting a very basic score. some of them are incredibly difficult
(level 4 and 5) and you can't play the zombie mode without (i assume) beating all the levels first. i would give it a neutral thumb
if i could. worth it if you buy it for 5$ or under.. This game really is amazing. Admittedly I'm only a few levels in, but this is
easily the most fun I've had in any of the 140+ VR games in my Steam library. Decent graphics, and the physics seem spot on. I
did notice that Axel's apartment room has no door. Perhaps that is why he seems so glum? Not a single bug in sight so far. The
only negative is how sweaty my Vive gets when playing HGVR:BAR!! Thoroughly recommended.. TERRIBLY FREAKING
HARD. I evenplayed Soccer my whole life and was great at headers so.Very Dissapointed.. Very comparable to headmaster for
the PSVR but this game IMHO is MUCH harder. It's nice that there is a bit of a story line. It's also nice that you can play with
just the headset.. This game is very difficult. My calves started to burn. I started to sweat. The VR environment was really well
done. And there's actually a story here. I don't even like soccer. But trying to do trick headers in VR is just plain fun. Definitely
a must buy on sale 50% off. And even worth it full price.. Extremely fun game.
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